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Americans are now some-
what familiar with “firewalls,”

which are used to protect corporate networks
from hackers on the Internet. However, once a
hacker gets through the firewall, then what?
What protection mechanisms are available to
safeguard the systems on the network?

The major UNIX operating system vendors,
including Sun, HP, and IBM, have attempted
to provide additional security at the operating
system level, offering security beyond just
their standard offerings. These “trusted versions”
of the major UNIX operating systems are
intended to provide highly secure operations
for corporate data centers and government
installations and protect against unauthorized

user access to system data and resources by
external hackers or internal abusers. The most
prevalent trusted UNIX systems include Sun
Trusted Solaris, HP-UX Trusted Mode, and
IBM AIX Trusted Computing Base.

OVERVIEW OF TRUSTED
OPERATING SYSTEMS

A critical need for these “trusted” versions
of UNIX arises from the “root” user, or super
user. The root user is allowed to run protected
administrative commands, such as accessing
passwords, installing software, and viewing all
system files and data. Additionally, non-root
users can sometimes change their effective

user ID to root in order to run just specific
privileged commands. These “temporary”
super user privileges are granted via the setuid
and setgid commands and allow general users
the ability to do some routine privileged func-
tions without giving the full power of root to
the user. These commands are analogous to
the Windows runas command that enables a
user to run specific tools and programs with
different permissions than the user’s current
logon provides.

Trusted versions start with a more secure or
hardened kernel, often called a trusted com-
puting base (TCB), which generally includes a
protected password database, system default
files, terminal default files, device assignment
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files and modified crontab entries. In sum, the TCB compartmentalizes
different OS processes, enabling restrictions to be placed on file access
and inter-process communications, thus preventing rogue processes in one
compartment of the kernel from affecting other compartments. So if an
intruder compromises one process run as root, rather than be able to
escape to a root shell and obtain full super user power, subsequent
processes in the chain kick out the hacker, disallowing full root access. By
compartmentalizing the kernel into a series of discreet processes, the TCB
can filter calls between processes
and enforce very strict access con-
trols at the kernel process level.

COMMON TRUSTED OS
FUNCTIONALITY

Secure password database
Analyst firm The Meta Group

reports that 45% of help desk calls
are for password resets. Passwords
are by far the most widely used
authentication mechanism and often the most easily exploited vulnera-
bility that hackers use to gain internal access.

Trusted OS versions all use a protected password database. Standard
UNIX etc/passwd is an unencrypted flat file in which passwords are
stored in clear text and are easily compromised. Trusted OSes employ
shadow passwords, removing users’ passwords from the etc/passwd
file and storing them in encrypted databases that require super user
power to access.

More complex passwords
Standard UNIX operating systems such as Solaris and HP-UX

employ little in terms of password “complexity,” or features that ensure
passwords are more difficult to be guessed or hacked. In fact, both
Solaris and HP-UX employ nothing more than password aging (forcing
password changes after a pre-defined period).

All of the trusted versions of UNIX offer enhanced password
complexity, though to differing degrees, such as:

� Password history and reuse limitations—enforcing users to cre-
ate new passwords every time their passwords expire, and pre-
vents alternating passwords

� Defining specific character set requirements—including
password length, case requirements, and required
non-alphanumeric characters

� Dictionary checking—preventing use of common words as
passwords

� “Similarity checking”—ensurin passwords are sufficiently
different that the user name and other easily guessed personal
information

Login controls
Often users may have a UNIX account but do not require access

except for certain days and times. Time-based access controls enable
users to access systems and data only on specified days and times.
Device-based access controls allow administrators to specify which
systems may be accessed.

Trusted Solaris allows console and remote logins to be disabled for
a user on a given host, or allowed until a defined expiration date.

HP-UX provides login controls based on time-of-day and day-of-week
and by port, as well as locking accounts after a series of failed login
attempts. IBM AIX TCB enables similar login controls, including
specifying allowable login times as well as account-locking parameters
on failed login attempts, and whether console or remote logins are
allowed on a given host for a given user.

All three trusted systems implement login controls using different
authorization paradigms. This creates management complexity for

enterprise environments where
there is a mixture of operating
system vendors and versions and
no centralized management.

Root management
Each of the major UNIX operat-

ing systems offers some form of
root management. Sun offers role-
based access control, or RBAC
that uses a series of privileged
Roles, Authorizations and Rights

Profiles to provide regular users just specific root-level tasks.
Additionally, the RBAC model requires users to first login as themselves
before assuming a particular role through a second authentication
process, ensuring all root activities are traceable back to the original user.
IBM AIX Trusted Computing Base allows its own form of roles similar
to Solaris, which may be configured on a host-by-host basis.

HP-UX provides three separate tools for root management. HP
offers “Restricted SAM” to delegate access to HP-UX’s GUI-based
management tool. HP Servicecontrol Manager provides role-based
access to root privileges based on 32 pre-defined roles across specific
nodes or groups of HP-UX and Linux systems. HP also provides the
open source tool sudo with its operating system distributions to allow
regular users to run privileged commands using privileged aliases.

The problem with the above root management functionality is that all
three trusted systems have the same level of root management function-
ality or administrative capabilities. Therefore, a trusted environment
must comprise only the one operating system to have consistent func-
tionality, but in the enterprise, there is typically a mixture of operating
system vendors and versions.

Additionally, these root management tools are typically imple-
mented on a host-by-host basis, while in a large enterprise environ-
ment, centralized management is desirable. Using a “write once,
copy many times” model using NFS or other file system model is
famously insecure.

STRONGER SECURITY,WITH LIMITATIONS

Despite the stronger security offered by trusted versions of UNIX,
they do have major drawbacks. Most significantly, central management
of large deployments of trusted versions is cumbersome. The enhanced
security features are natively designed to be implemented on a host-by-
host basis. Additionally, for multi-vendor environments, the paths to the
configuration files to enable similar features (for example, password
reuse) are different for each operating system. This “proprietary”
approach makes it difficult to deploy a consistent security policy across
different vendor offerings. Moreover, as the available functionality dif-
fers by vendor, it is nearly impossible to align different vendors’ trusted
operating systems with a common security policy implementation.
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A second drawback is that even with a trusted version in place, it is
not an absolute that these systems cannot be compromised. Unless a
server is disconnected from network access, there is still a potential for
abuse. Systems still require “hardening” before deployment, like
removing unnecessary services in inetd.conf, like FTP. Administrators
still need to continue deploying the latest operating system and appli-
cation patches (called “patch management”).

Even if a system is hardened, “social engineering” may still render
systems vulnerable. Social engineering is a term that describes a non-
technical kind of computer intrusion that relies heavily on human
interaction and often involves tricking other people to gain access to
their systems or their passwords. Security is an ongoing process, and
trusted operating systems, albeit more secure than their standard coun-
terparts, are not foolproof.

WHAT ABOUT LINUX?

With the massively growing popularity of Linux within the enterprise,
the open source community has addressed the demand for trusted com-
puting environments. The National Security Agency has released its
own Linux project, “Security Enhanced Linux” (SE Linux). Similar to
trusted versions from Sun, HP and IBM, the security-enhanced Linux
kernel enforces mandatory access control policies that restrict programs
to the minimum amount of privilege required to do a specific job.

However, just as the different UNIX operating systems use different
nomenclature that prevents central management across trusted plat-
forms, the same holds true for SE Linux. As an example, while UNIX
uses inetd.comf for configuring remote services, Linux utilizes
xinetd.conf.

SUMMARY

With the proliferation of system attacks and vulnerabilities, operat-
ing system security is more important than ever. The leading UNIX
operating system vendors have attempted to provide an additional level
of security to sensitive organizations with their “trusted versions.”
Trusted versions do provide stronger security. However, the additional
security is difficult to administer and manage in a large enterprise.
Configuration and management of a consistent security policy across a
multi-vendor UNIX environment will require significant investment up
front in the initial installation and deployment, as well as an ongoing
administrative commitment.

Trusted operating systems are a good solution for enhanced security in
smaller IT organizations that manage a small number of homogeneous
servers. For the enterprise, however, the additional administrative overhead
of deploying trusted operating systems might outstrip the value of the
enhanced security. A commercial security solution that provides central
administration of cross-platform UNIX systems may cost more initially,
but will likely have a much smaller TCO in the long run.  

NaSPA member Jeff McGrath works at Symark. He has over eight years of
product and business management experience in the high technology industry.
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